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INTRODUCTION
All groups considered in the sequel are finite.
K. Doerk and T. Hawkes, in Section I.4 of their recent comprehensive
w xvolume on finite soluble groups 1 , include background material and a
proof of the following result:
Let S be a Hall system of a soluble group G and let U and V be subgroups
into which S reduces. Then S reduces into U l V, and if , in addition, U
permutes with V, then S reduces into UV.
It is clear that the second part of the above result holds equally well with
a single Hall subgroup in place of a Hall system; in other words, if a Hall
p-subgroup of G contains Hall p-subgroups of U and V and U permutes
with V, then it also contains a Hall p-subgroup of UV.
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There exist examples showing that the permutability hypothesis cannot
be dispensed with in the above result. Thus the following properties
associated to a set of primes p arise:
 U .DEFINITION. A group G has Property J resp. Property J if, wheneverp p
 .  .H g Hall G and U, V F G such that H l U g Hall U and H l V gp p
 .  :  :.   :Hall V , we have H l U, V g Hall U, V resp. H l U, H l Vp p
 :..g Hall U, V .p
 4 UWhen p s p , p a prime, we denote the properties J and J by Jp p p
and JU , respectively.p
 :  :.  :Clearly if H l U, H l V g Hall U, V , then H l U, V gp
 :. UHall U, V . So if a group G satisfies J , then G satisfies J . However,p p p
J and JU are not equivalent.p p
Our purpose here is to study the above properties in the p-soluble
universe. In fact, we determine which p-soluble groups enjoy each of the
properties J and JU. Moreover, we give some sufficient conditions top p
ensure that a Hall p-subgroup of a p-soluble group G contains a Hall
 :p-subgroup of U, V provided that it contains Hall p-subgroups of U and
V. In particular an improvement of a well-known theorem of Wielandt on
the behaviour of Hall p-subgroups in groups generated by subnormal
subgroups is given.
w xMost of the notation is standard and can be found in 1 . This book is
the main reference in this paper.
PROPERTIES J AND JUp p
In this section p will be a fixed set of prime numbers. First we recall
some well-known concepts.
DEFINITION. Let G be a group.
 .i The group G has a normal p-complement if G possesses a
normal Hall p 9-subgroup.
 .  4ii For p s p , p a prime, a group with normal p-complement is
said to be a p-nilpotent group.
 .  .iii The group G has p 9-length at most 1 if the group GrO G hasp
a normal p-complement.
 .Remarks. 1 By the Schur]Zassenhaus Theorem, if a group G has a
normal p-complement K, then G possesses a Hall p-subgroup H and G is
w xthe semidirect product G s K H. The class of all groups having a normal
w xp-complement is E E , in the notation of 1 .p 9 p
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 . w x2 Following the notation of 1 , denote by E E E the class of allp p 9 p
groups have p 9-length at most 1. This is a saturated formation and
therefore in every finite group there exist E E E -projectors, seep p 9 p
w x.1, Chap. III .
DEFINITION. Let G be a group and U a subgroup of G. We say that
 .U is a p-subnormal subgroup of G if H l U g Hall U for all H gp
 .Hall G .p
 .Denote by SN G the set of all p-subnormal subgroups of the group G.p
In this section we characterize all p-soluble groups G such that for any
 :pair H, K of p-subnormal subgroups of G, their join H, K is also a
p-subnormal subgroup of G. In other words, we characterize all p-soluble
 .groups G such that SN G is a join-semilattice. They are exactly thep
groups with property J .p
We collect some basic results from p-subnormality which are straight-
forward consequences of the definition.
PROPOSITION. Let G be a group and N a normal subgroup of G.
 .i If H is a p-subnormal subgroup of G, then HNrN is a p-subnor-
mal subgroup of GrN.
 .ii If H is a p-subnormal subgroup of G and K is a p-subnormal
subgroup of H, then K is p-subnormal in G.
 .  .  .iii If H is p-subnormal in G, then O H F O G .p p
 .  .iv If SN G is a join-semilattice and H is a p-subnormal subgroupp
 .of G, then SN H is a join-semilattice.p
 .  .  .v If SN G is a join-semilattice, then SN GrN is a join-semi-p p
lattice.
THEOREM 1. Let G be a p-soluble group. The following statements are
equi¨ alent in pairs:
 .  .i GrO G has a normal p-complement,p
 .ii G has property J , andp
 .iii the set of all p-subnormal subgroups of G is a join-semilattice.
 .  .Proof. To see that i implies ii , suppose that G is a group of least
 .order such that GrO G has a normal p-complement and in which therep
 .exists a pair of subgroups U, V of G and H g Hall G such that H l Up
 .  .  :  :.g Hall U and H l V g Hall V but H l U, V f Hall U, V .p p p
 : < < < <Denote M s U, V and assume that U q V is maximal among all pairs
 .of subgroups U, V with the above property.
 .Denote R s O G , suppose that R / 1, and consider the group GrR.p
 .  .  .  .Then HrR g Hall GrR and HrR l URrR s H l U RrR gp
 .  .  .  .Hall URrR . Analogously HrR l VRrR g Hall VRrR . Noticep p
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 :  .that URrR, VRrR s MRrR. Then by minimality of G, HrR l
 .  .  .  .MRrR g Hall MRrR . This implies that H l M R g Hall MR .p p
<  . < <  . <Then MR : H l M R s M : M l H l M R is a p 9-number.
 .  . .Notice that M l H l M R s H l M R l M s H l M and deduce
< <that the index M : H l M is a p 9-number. That is to say that H l M g
 .Hall M , and this is a contradiction. Hence R s 1 and G has a normalp
p-complement.
 .  .  .Let U s UO M . Notice that Hall U : Hall U . Therefore H l1 p 9 p p 1
 .U s H l U g Hall U . Suppose that U - U . Then, by maximality of1 p 1 1
< < < <  :  :.U q V , we deduce that H l U , V g Hall U , V . But, since1 p 1
 :  .U , V s M, we obtain that H l M g Hall M , a contradiction. Hence1 p
 .  .O M F U. Analogously O M F V. Since G has a normal p-comple-p 9 p 9
 . .ment, so have all its subgroups. Therefore U s O M H l U andp 9
 . .  . :V s O M H l V . Then M s O M H l U, H l V . Thereforep 9 p 9
 :  .  :H l U, H l V g Hall M and since H l U, H l V F H l M, wep
 .have indeed that H l M g Hall M . This is the final contradiction.p
 .  .  .Next we see that ii implies iii . Notice that in ii we really say that for
 .  .   .4each H g Hall G , the set R G s U F G: H l U g Hall U is ap H p
join-semilattice. Since the set of all p-subnormal subgroups of G is in fact
  .  .4F R G : H g Hall G , we have the conclusion.H p
 .  .It remains to see that iii implies i . Suppose that the implication is
false and assume that there exists a p-soluble group G of minimal order
 .  .such that SN G is a join-semilattice but GrO G does not have ap p
normal p-complement. The minimal choice of G implies that G is a
primitive group that can be factorized as G s UN, where N is the unique
minimal normal subgroup of G, N is a p 9-group, and U is an E E E -p p 9 p
 . p  .projector of G. In particular O G s 1. Note that O U , being the joinp
 .of the Hall p 9-subgroups of U, is p-subnormal in G by iii . Thus
 p  ..  .O O U F O G s 1, so U, being of p 9-length at most 1, has ap p
normal p-complement, say V. Then NV is a normal p-complement of G.
This contradicts our assumption. Therefore the minimal counterexample
does not exist and the claim is true.
 4For p s p we can remove the p-solubility condition in view of Theo-
w xrem 2 in 2 . Hence we deduce the following corollary.
COROLLARY. Let G be a group. The following statements are equi¨ alent in
pairs:
 .  .i GrO G is p-nilpotent,p
 .  .  .ii whene¨er P g Syl G and U, V F G such that P l U g Syl Up p
 .  :  :.and P l V g Syl V , we ha¨e P l U, V g Syl U, V , andp p
 .iii the set of all p-subnormal subgroups of G is a join-semilattice.
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w x w xCollecting the results of Theorem 4 in 2 and Theorem 1 of 3 we
obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. Let G be a group. The following statements are equi¨ alent in
pairs.
 .i The set of all p-subnormal subgroups of G is a lattice.
 .  .ii There exists a normal subgroup N of G such that N s O N =p
 .  .  .O N and GrN s O GrN = O GrN .p9 p p9
 .  .  .iii Whene¨ er P g Syl G and U, V F G such that P l U g Syl Up p
 .  :  :.and P l V g Syl V , we ha¨e P l U, V g Syl U, V and P lp p
 .  .U l V g Syl U l V .p
 .EXAMPLE 1. Consider the group G s Sym 4 and the prime p s 2.
 .Then GrO G is 2-nilpotent. That means, by Theorem 1, that G satisfies2
 .  .:  .:J . Consider the subgroups U s 12 , 34 , V s 123 , and P a Sylow2
 :2-subgroup of G containing U. Clearly G s U, V . The subgroup U has
< <  .order 4 and P s 8. Clearly P l U s U g Syl U and P l V s 1 g2
 .  :  .Syl V . But P l U, P l V s P l U s U - P g Syl G . Therefore G2 2
does not satisfy property JU.2
Now we characterize the class of all groups satisfying property JU.p
THEOREM 3. Let G be a p-soluble group. The following statements are
equi¨ alent:
 .i G has a normal p-complement,
 .  .ii whene¨er H g Hall G and U, V F G such that H l U gp
 .  .  :Hall U and H l V g Hall V , we ha¨e H l U, H l V gp p
 :.Hall U, V .p
 .Proof. Consider a group G satisfying ii and assume that there exist
two different Hall p 9-subgroups U and V of G. Then for any H g
 .  .  .Hall G , obviously H l V s H l U s 1 g Hall U s Hall V .p p p
 :.Therefore 1 g Hall U, V and then U s V against our choice of U andp
 .V. So, if G satisfies ii , there exists a unique Hall p 9-subgroup of G. In
 .  .other words, G has a normal p-complement. Therefore iii implies i .
Conversely, suppose that G is a group of least order such that G has a
normal p-complement and in which there exists a pair of subgroups U, V
 .  .of G and H g Hall G such that H l U g Hall U and H l V gp p
 .  :  :.Hall V but H l U, H l V f Hall U, V . Let us denote M sp p
 :  :U, V and T s U l H, V l H .
 .Denote R s O G , suppose that R / 1, and consider the group GrR.p 9
 .  .Then HRrR g Hall GrR . Notice that H l U s H l UR g Hall URp p
 .  .  .and H l V s H l VR g Hall VR . Hence HRrR l URrR sp
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 .  .  .  .H l U RrR g Hall URrR . Analogously HRrR l VRrR sp
 .  .  :H l V RrR g Hall VRrR . Notice that URrR, VRrR s MRrR.p
 :Then by minimality of G, H l U, H l V R s TR has p 9-index in MR.
< < < < <  . <Then MR : TR s M : M l TR s M : T M l R is a p 9-number. Notice
<  . <  .that T M l R : T is a p 9-number. Hence T g Hall M , and this is ap
contradiction. Hence R s 1 and G is a p-group. But then G satisfies
 .trivially ii . This is the final contradiction.
PROPERTIES ON REDUCTION IN JOINS: ON A
THEOREM OF WIELANDT
We have seen in Example 1 that in general, given a set of primes p , in a
 .  .group G, if H g Hall G and U, V F G such that H l U g Hall Up p
 .  :and H l V g Hall V , one cannot deduce that H l U, H l V gp
 :.Hall U, V . Nevertheless, this property can be deduced under somep
sufficient conditions on the embedding properties of U and V in G. Our
aim in this section is to analyze some of these conditions.
 .THEOREM 4. Let G be a p-soluble group, H g Hall G , and U, V F G.p
 .  .Suppose that H l U g Hall U and H l V g Hall V . Moreo¨er assumep p
 :that U, V has a normal p-complement.
 :  :.Then H l U, H l V g Hall U, V .p
Proof. Assume that the result is false and let G be a counterexample
of least order. Then there exists a Hall p-subgroup H of G and a pair of
 .subgroups U, V such that:
 .  :a U, V has a normal p-complement,
 .  .  .  :b H l U g Hall U , H l V g Hall V , and H l U, H l Vp p
 :.f Hall U, V .p
 .  .  .Consider any of these pairs U, V satisfying a and b . Let us denote
 :  :M s U, V and T s H l U, H l V .
Step 1. If N is a minimal normal subgroup of G, then the index
< < <  . <MN : TN s M : T M l N is a p 9-number.
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. The Hall p-subgroup
 .HNrN of GrN and the pair UNrN, VNrN satisfy the hypotheses of
 :  :the theorem in GrN. The group UNrN, VNrN s U, V NrN has a
 .  .normal p-complement. Clearly H l U NrN s HNrN l
 .  .  .  .  .UNrN g Hall UNrN and H l V NrN s HNrN l VNrN gp
 .Hall VNrN . By the minimal choice of G we have that the indexp
< < < < < <MN : TN is a p 9-number. Moreover MN : TN s M : M l TN s
<  . <M : T M l N .
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 .Step 2. O G s 1.p 9
 .Assume that O G / 1 and let N be a minimal normal subgroup of Gp 9
 . <  . <such that N F O G . Then T M l N : T is a p 9-number. By Step 1,p 9
< <this means that M : T is a p 9-number, or, equivalently, that T g
 .  .Hall M , which is a contradiction. Hence O G s 1.p p 9
 :Step 3. G s U, V .
If N is a minimal normal subgroup of G, then N is a p-group and
 .TN g Hall MN , by Step 1. Notice that TN l U s H l U and TN l Vp
s H l V. If MN - G, then by minimality of G, we deduce that T g
 .Hall M , a contradiction. Hence G s MN. Suppose that M - G. Sincep
N is abelian, we have that M l N s 1. Let K s H l M. Notice that
 .K g Hall M because N is a p-group. Moreover K l U s H l U andp
 .K l V s H l V. By minimality of G, we deduce that T g Hall M , ap
contradiction. Therefore M s G.
Step 4. Final contradiction.
By Step 3, G has a normal p-complement and therefore G satisfies
Property JU. This is the final contradiction. The minimal counterexamplep
does not exist.
The conclusion of Theorem 4 follows by application of Theorem 3. One
 :.can think that we can weaken the assumptions, assume that l U, V F 1,p9
and apply Theorem 1. The following example shows that in this case a
similar theorem does not hold.
 .  .EXAMPLE 2. Let H s Sym 4 be acting on a 4-dimensional GF 3 -
vector space W with the natural action on the subindices of a basis
 4  :w , w ,w , w of W. Let us consider E s ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , where ¨ s w y w ,1 2 3 4 1 2 3 i i 4
 .for i s 1, 2, 3. Then E is an H-module over GF 3 . We construct the
w xsemidirect product G s E H. The element ¨ s ¨ q ¨ y ¨ centralizes1 2 3
 .  . b w xa s 12 . However, if b s 1324 , we have ¨ s y¨ , and then ¨ , b s ¨ .
¨ y1  :Therefore b s b ¨ f H. The subgroup Q s a , b is a Sylow 2-sub-
group of H and of G, so P s Q¨ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Notice that
 .  .  .:  .:12 g P. If U s 12 , 123 and V s 124 , then it is clear that P
 :  .reduces into both U and V. But H s U, V and P l H f Syl H , even2
 .though l H s 1.2 9
In the study of the intersection properties of Sylow subgroups, the
normal embedding property has played an important role. Once we can
observe what happens for the join properties we can conjecture that the
 :normal embedding of U and V in U, V is enough to deduce that a Sylow
 :p-subgroup of the whole group G reduces into U, V if it reduces into
both U and V. However, this is not true.
 .  .EXAMPLE 3. Let H s Sym 3 be acting on a 3-dimensional GF 5 -vec-
 4tor space W with the natural action on the subindices of a basis w , w , w1 2 3
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 :of W. Let us consider E s ¨ , ¨ , where ¨ s w y w , for i s 1, 2. Then1 2 i i 3
 .E is an H-module over GF 5 . We construct the semidirect product
w x  .:  .:G s E H. The subgroups U s 12 and V s 13 are normally em-
bedded in G, and trivially any Sylow 3-subgroup of G reduces into both.
 :  .Also H s U, V and there exists P g Syl G such that P l H s 1, i.e.,3
 :P reduces into U and into V but does not reduce into U, V .
 .  .THEOREM 5. Let G be a soluble group, P g Syl G , H g Hall G ,p p9
and U, V F G. Suppose that
 .i U and V are normally embedded subgroups of G,
 .  .  .ii H l U g Hall U and H l V g Hall V , andp9 p9
 .  .  .iii P l U g Syl U and P l V g Syl V .p p
Then
 .  :  . .  :.1 P l U, P l V s P l U P l V g Syl U, V , andp
 .  :  :.2 H l U, H l V g Hall U, V .p9
 :  . .  :In particular P l U, V s P l U P l V and H l U, V s
 :H l U, H l V .
< < < <  :Proof. We argue by induction on G : U q G : V . Let M s U, V . By
 w x. a result due to Lockett see 1, Lemma I, 7.6 the subgroups Q s P l
. .U P l V , UQ, and VQ are normally embedded in G. It is clear that
 :  .  .M s UQ, VQ . Notice that P l UQ s Q P l U s Q g Syl UQ andp
 .analogously P l VQ s Q g Syl VQ . Clearly H l U s H l UQ gp
 .  .Hall UQ and H l V s H l VQ g Hall VQ .p9 p9
< < < < < < < <If G : UQ q G : VQ - G : U q G : V , then, by induction, we have
that
 .  :  :.  .1 P l UQ, P l VQ g Syl UQ, VQ ; that is, Q g Syl M .p p
 .  :  :. 2 H l UQ, H l VQ g Hall UQ, VQ ; that is, H l U,p9
:  .H l V g Hall M .p9
< < < < < < < <Otherwise G : UG q G : VQ s G : U q G : V . Hence, U s UQ, V s
VQ, and Q F U l V. Thus, Q s P l U s P l V. Moreover Q permutes
with H l U and with H l V. Therefore Q permutes with H l U,
:  :  :  :H l V . Now M s U, V s Q, U l H, V l H s Q U l H, V l H
 .  :  .and clearly Q g Syl M and U l H, V l H g Hall M .p p9
Nilpotent groups, p-groups, groups with normal p-complement, quasi-
nilpotent groups, and groups which are a direct product of non-abelian
w xsimple groups are examples of Fitting formations. Following 1 , if F is a
formation, denote by X F the F-residual of the group X, i.e., the intersec-
tion of all normal subgroups Y of X such that XrY is a group in F.
Obviously if X is soluble, the residual X N is a proper characteristic
p  .subgroup of X. By tradition, we denote by O X the p-residual of the
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group X, i.e., the intersection of all normal subgroups Y of X such that
p 9p  . p 9 p  ..XrY is a p-group. The subgroup O X s O O X is the intersec-
tion of all normal subgroups Y of X such that XrY has a normal
p-complement.
If F is a Fitting formation and U, V are subgroups of a group G such
 :  F F:that U, V are subnormal subgroups of U, V , then, in general, U , V
 :F/ U, V .
PROPOSITION. Let F be a Fitting formation. Whene¨ er U, V are subgroups
 :of a group G such that U, V are subnormal subgroups of U, V , then
 .  F F:  :Fa U , V F U, V .
 .  .F F Fb If moreo¨er UV s VU, then UV s U V .
 .  : F FProof. a If H s U, V , then UH rH is a subnormal subgroup of
HrH F . Since F is a Fitting class, UH FrH F g F. Therefore U F F H F .
F F  F F:  :FAnalogously V F H . Then V , V F U, V .
 .b Assume that the result is false and let G be a counterexample of
< < < <least order and U, V such that U q V is maximal falsifying the result.
We can suppose that G s UV. Consider a normal subgroup N of G such
 .that U F N. This implies that N s U V l N . By minimality of G, we
F F .F < < < <have N s U V l N . If U - N, then, by maximality of U q V , we
F F F F  .F F F F Fhave that G s N V . Therefore G s V l N U V s U V , a
contradiction. Thus, we can assume that U and V are maximal normal
subgroups of G. The subgroups U F , V F are normal subgroups of G.
Assume that one of them, say U F , is nontrivial and let N be a minimal
normal subgroup of G such that N F U F . Then, by minimality of G, we
F F F . F F Fhave that G s U V N s U V , a contradiction. Hence U s 1 s
V F , or, equivalently, U and V are in F. Since F is a Fitting class, the
Fgroup G is in F , i.e., G s 1. This is the final contradiction.
Nilpotent groups, p-groups, and groups with normal p-complement are
 F F:  :Fexamples of Fitting formations satisfying the equality U , V s U, V
in the above hypotheses. This is a well-known theorem of Wielandt, see
w x5, Theorem 4.2.4 .
 .THEOREM Wielandt . In a group G, if U and V are subnormal subgroups
 :of U, V , then
 . p  :.  p  . p  .:I O U, V s O U , O V , for any set p of prime numbers;
 . p 9p  :.  p 9p  . p 9p  .:II O U, V s O U , O V , for any set p of prime
numbers;
 .  :N  N N:III U, V s U , V .
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 . w x  .Proof. A proof of I is shown in 5, Theorem 4.1.3 . Obviously I
 . p 9p  . p 9 p  ..implies II because O X s O O X for all groups X. To see that
 .  .II implies III , notice that
 :N p9 p  : p9 p p9 p :  :U, V s O U, V : p g P s O U , O V : p g P .  .  .
 N N:s U , V .
 .THEOREM 6. Let G be a p-soluble group, H g Hall G , and U, V F G.p
 .Assume that V is soluble. Suppose that H l U g Hall U and H l V gp
 .Hall V . Moreo¨er assume that for e¨ery subnormal subgroup S of V, wep
 :N  N N:ha¨e U, S s U , S .
 :  :  :.Then H l U, V s H l U, H l V g Hall U, V .p
Proof. Assume that the result is false and let G be a counterexample
of least order. Then there exists a Hall p-subgroup H of G and a pair of
 .subgroups U, V such that:
 .a V is soluble and for every subnormal subgroup S of V, we have
 :N  N N:U, S s U , S ,
 .  .  .  :b H l U g Hall U , H l V g Hall V , and H l U, H l Vp p
 :.f Hall U, V .p
 .  .  .  < : < < <Consider a pair U, V satisfying a and b such that U, V , G : U q
< <.V is minimal with respect to the lexicographical order.
Step 1. If N is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G, then the theorem
holds in GrN for HNrN, UNrN, and VNrN.
Assume that SrN is a subnormal subgroup of VNrN. Then S is a
subnormal subgroup of VN and V l S is a subnormal subgroup of V. Now
NN N :  :  :UNrN, SrN s UNrN, V l S NrN s U, V l S NrN .  . .
N NN :s U, V l S NrN s U , V l S NrN : .  .
NNs UNrN , V l S NrN : .  . .
N Ns UNrN , SrN . : .  .
Hence all hypotheses are satisfied in GrN. Since N is a nontrivial normal
 .  . :subgroup of G, we deduce that H l U NrN, H l V NrN s
 :  :H l U, H l V NrN is a Hall p-subgroup of U, V NrN, by minimality
of G.
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 .Step 2. O G s 1p 9
< :  : <By Step 1, the index U, V N : H l U, H l V N is a p 9-number.
< < < :  : <If N is a p 9-number, then the index U, V : H l U, H l V is a
p 9-number. This is a contradiction. Then G has no nontrivial normal
p 9-subgroups.
 :Step 3. G s U, V .
 :  .Denote R s U, V and suppose that R - G. Consider T g Hall Rp
 :such that H l U, H l V F T. Clearly T l U s H l U and T l V s
H l V. The hypotheses are trivially satisfied in R for T , U, and V.
 :  :By minimality of G, T l U, T l V s H l U, H l V g
 :.  .  :Hall U, V , but this contradicts b . Then G s U, V .p
Step 4. The subgroup U is core-free in G.
Suppose that there exists a minimal normal subgroup N of G contained
 .in U. Then N is a p-subgroup and N F H. By Step 1, H l U NrN,
 . :  :  .H l V NrN s H l U, H l V rN g Hall GrN . Therefore thep
<  : <index G : H l U, H l V is a p 9-number. This contradicts our assump-
 .tion. Therefore core U s 1.G
Step 5. The subgroup V possesses a unique maximal normal sub-
group A and A F U.
Let W be a maximal proper normal subgroup of V. Since H l V g
 .  .  .Hall V , we have that H l W g Hall W . Notice that the pair U, Wp p
 .satisfies a since every subnormal subgroup of W is a subnormal sub-
 :  :  .group of V too. If U, W s G, then H l U, H l W g Hall G , byp
< < < <minimality of G : U q V . Since H l W F H l V, this implies that
 :  .H l U, H l V g Hall G . But this is not true and thereforep
 :  :  :  :.U, W - G. Then H l U, W s H l U, H l W g Hall U, Wp
 .again by the choice of U, V .
 : < < < < <  : < < <Suppose that U - U, W . Then G : U q V ) G : U, W q V .
 : :Moreover G s U, W , V . Let S be a subnormal subgroup of V. If
V s WS, then V N s W NS N by the Theorem of Wielandt. Then
 : :N  :N  :N  N N :U, W , S s U, W , S s U, V s U , V . Therefore
 :N N:  N N N:  N N:  : :NU, W , S s U , W , S s U , V s U, W , S . If V /
WS, because WS is subnormal in V and W is maximal normal in V,
 N N:WS s W and S F W. Then, by the same result of Wielandt, S , W s
 :N N N N  : :NS, W s W , and then S F W . Therefore U, W , S s
 :N  :N  N N :  :N N :U, W , S s U, W s U , W . Thus U, W , S s
 N N N:  N N:  : :N  : .U , W , S s U , W s U, W , S . Hence the pair U, W , V
 .   : : satisfies a in any case. Then H l U, W , H l V s H l U, H l
:  :  .W, H l V s H l U, H l V g Hall G , which is a contradiction.p
 :Therefore U s U, W . This implies that W F U. In other words, every
proper normal subgroup of V is contained in U.
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If V had two maximal normal subgroups S , S , then V s S S F U and1 2 1 2
G s U. This would contradict our assumption. Therefore V possesses a
unique maximal normal subgroup, denoted by A, and A F U.
Step 6. The group G is nilpotent.
N  . N  N N:Since V is soluble, then V - V. By a , G s U , V F U. By Step
4, GN s 1. Therefore G is nilpotent.
Step 7. Conclusion.
By Step 2, the nilpotent group G is in fact a p-group. Therefore
 :  :H l U s U, H l V s V, and then H s G s U, V s H l U, H l V .
This is the final contradiction.
 .COROLLARY 1. Let G be a soluble group, H g Hall G , and U, V F G.p
 .  .Suppose that H l U g Hall U and H l V g Hall V . Moreo¨er assumep p
 :that U and V are subnormal subgroups of U, V .
 :  :  :.Then H l U, V s H l U, H l V g Hall U, V .p
 :Proof. Notice that if U and V are subnormal subgroups of U, V and
S is a subnormal subgroup of V, then S is a subnormal subgroup of
 :  :U, V and hence of U, S . Now apply the Theorem of Wielandt to see
that all the hypotheses of Theorem 6 are satisfied.
SOME REMARKS TO THEOREM 6 AND COROLLARY 1
 .  . w x1. Corollary 1 can be deduced from the results 2, 2 , 2, 3 of 6 .
w xThe proof in 6 is completely different.
2. Notice that the condition of Theorem 6 is weaker than the
condition of Corollary 1. Consider the symmetric group of 4 letters
 .  .G s Sym 4 and the subgroups U s Alt 4 and V one of the stabilizers of
 .one letter: V is isomorphic to Sym 3 . Then V is not a subnormal subgroup
 :of U, V s G. Nevertheless, for each subnormal subgroup S of V, we
 N N:  :Nhave that U , S s U, S .
3. In fact we prove that Corollary 1 is equivalent to the preceding
Wielandt' Theorem in its soluble version. Let us argue this statement.
THEOREM 7. For e¨ery soluble group G, the following conditions are
equi¨ alent in pairs. Moreo¨er, all hold in e¨ery soluble group G.
 .i For e¨ery set p of prime numbers, whene¨er U, V are subnormal
 : p  :.  p  . p  .:subgroups of U, V , then O U, V s O U , O V .
 .ii For e¨ery set p of prime numbers, whene¨er U, V are subnormal
 : p 9p  :.  p 9p  . p 9p  .:subgroups of U, V , then O U, V s O U , O V .
 .  :  :Niii Whene¨ er U, V are subnormal subgroups of U, V , then U, V
 N N:s U , V .
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 .  .iv For e¨ery set p of prime numbers, whene¨er H g Hall G ,p
 .  .U, V F G such that H l U g Hall U , H l V g Hall V , and U, V arep p
 :  :  :.subnormal subgroups of U, V , then H l U, H l V g Hall U, V .p
 .Proof. By the Theorem of Wielandt stated above, part i holds and the
 .  .  .  .proofs of i implies ii and ii implies iii follow. The arguments of the
 .  .above Theorem 6 together with Corollary 1 prove that iii implies iv .
 .  .To see that iv implies i , let p be a set of prime numbers and denote
 :.  4  :Hall U, V s H , . . . , H . Since U and V are subnormal in U, V ,p 9 1 r
 .  4  . we have that Hall U s H l U, . . . , H l U and Hall V s H lp 9 1 r p 9 1
4  .  :V, . . . , H l V . On the other hand, we can apply iv to the group U, V ,r
 .  :any of the H and U, V. By iv we have that H s H l U, H l V , fori i i i
p  :.  : i s 1, . . . , r. Now it is clear that O U, V s H , . . . , H s H l1 r 1
:  p  . p  .:U, . . . , H l U, H l V, . . . , H l V s O U , O V .r 1 r
4. When we assume subnormality in only one of the subgroups,
the result of Corollary 1 does not follow.
 .  .EXAMPLE 4. Let H s Alt 4 be acting on a 4-dimensional GF 5 -vector
 4space W with the natural action on the subindices of a basis w , w , w , w1 2 3 4
 :of W. Let us consider E s ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , where ¨ s w y w , for i s 1, 2, 3.1 2 3 i i 4
 .Then E is an H-module over GF 5 . We construct the semidirect product
w x  . .:  .:G s E H. Consider the subgroups U s 12 34 and V s 123 . No-
 :tice that U is subnormal in H and H s U, V . The subgroup Q s
 . .  . .:12 34 , 13 24 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. If ¨ s ¨ q ¨ y ¨ , then1 2 3
¨  .  .U F P s Q . Therefore P l U s U g Syl U , P l V s 1 g Syl V but2 2
 :  :.P l U, P l V s P l U f Syn U, V , i.e., P reduces into U and into2
 :V but does not reduce into U, V .
5. From Corollary 1, we can deduce another result of Wielandt,
w xwhich appears in 1, Exercise 13, Sect. I.4 .
 .COROLLARY 2 Wielandt . Let G be a soluble group and S a Hall system
of G. If S reduces into subgroups U and V and if U and V are subnormal
 :  :subgroups of U, V , then S reduces into U, V .
A QUASINILPOTENT VERSION OF THEOREM 6
In the first five steps of the proof of Theorem 6, the arguments follow
without using the solubility of V and hold by taking residuals for any
Fitting formation satisfying the Theorem of Wielandt. In fact with small
changes in the last two steps we can deduce some other ``Theorem 6-like''
results for some other Fitting formations.
For instance a ``quasinilpotent version'' holds without imposing solubility
w xto V. Our main reference for quasinilpotent groups is 4, Chap. X, 13 . Let
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us prove first that the class N* of all quasinilpotent groups satisfies an
analogue of the Theorem of Wielandt.
Clearly the quasinilpotent residual X N* is a proper characteristic sub-
group of X in every group X. In each group X, the generalized Fitting
 .subgroup F* X is the subgroup generated by all quasinilpotent normal
subgroups of X.
Denote by D the Fitting formation of all finite groups which are a
 wdirect product of copies of non-abelian simple groups see 1, Example
x.  .II,2.13 . Notice that, in each group X, the non-abelian socle S X is then
subgroup generated by all normal subgroups of X in the class D.
THEOREM 8. In a group G, if U and V are subnormal subgroups of
 :U, V , then
 .  :D  D D:i U, V s U , V , and
 .  :N*  N* N*:ii U, V s U , V .
 .Proof. i Suppose the result is not true and let G be a counterexam-
 .ple of least order. Choose a pair of subgroups U, V such that U, V are
 :  D D:  :D < < < <subnormal subgroups of U, V , U , V - U, V and U q V is
maximal among the pairs of subgroups of G with these properties. It is
clear that UV / VU and, in particular, neither U nor V is a normal
 D D:subgroup of G. Denote H s U , V .
 .  :i.1 G s U, V ; in particular G is not a simple group.
 :By minimality of G, it is clear that G s U, V . In particular, G is not a
simple group. Moreover, 1 - GD.
 . Di.2 If N is a minimal normal subgroup of G, then G N s HN.
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Consider the group
 : DGrN s UNrN, VNrN . By minimality of G, we have that G N s HN.
 .i.3 H is core-free in G.
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G such that N F H F GD.
 :Consider the group GrN s UNrN, VNrN . By minimality of G, we
have that GD s GD N s HN s H, a contradiction.
 .i.4 A s U l V is a normal subgroup of G. Moreover A is a
maximal normal subgroup of U and V.
Let M be a maximal normal subgroup of G such that U F M and
 :consider the subgroup Y s U, M l V . The subgroup Y is subnormal in
G and contained in M. Assume U - Y. Then, by maximality of the pair
D  D D:U, V, we have that G s Y , V . By minimality of G, we have
D  D  .D: D  D  .D D:Y s U , M l V . Therefore G s U , M l V , V s
 D D:U , V s H, a contradiction. Hence U s Y. This implies that M l V
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F U and then M l V s A. Therefore A is a normal subgroup of V.
 .  .Moreover VrA s Vr V l U s Vr M l V ( VMrM s GrM is a sim-
ple group.
Analogously we deduce that A is normal in U and UrA is a simple
group. This implies that A is a normal subgroup of G.
 .i.5 GrA is a q-group for some prime q.
Assume that UrA is a non-abelian simple group. Then VrA normalizes
w xUrA by 5, Theorem 4.6.1 and then U is normal in G, a contradiction.
Therefore UrA is isomorphic to a cyclic group, say UrA ( Z , for a primeq
q. The same argument for V proves that VrA ( Z , for a prime r. Ifr
w x w  .  .xr / q, then UrA, VrA F O GrA , O GrA s 1. Then GrA ( Z =q r q
Z is abelian and U and V are normal subgroups of G, a contradiction.r
Therefore r s q and GrA is a group generated by two subnormal q-sub-
groups, UrA, VrA. Hence GrA is a q-group.
 .  .i.6 A s S G .n
Since AD is a normal subgroup of G contained in H, we deduce that
D  .A s 1 by i.3 . This means that A is a direct product of non-abelian
 .simple groups. Therefore A is contained in S G .n
 .   ..D D  .DSince S G is normal in G, we have that US G s U S G sn n n
D  .  .U . Therefore US G - G. Assume that U - US G . Since G sn n
  . : D   ..D D:  D D:US G , V , we have that G s US G , V s V , V , byn n
 .maximality of the pair U, V, a contradiction. Hence S G F U. Analo-n
 .  .gously S G F V. Therefore S G F A.n n
 . Di.7 G s G .
If N is a minimal normal subgroup of G and N is not contained in GD ,
then N l GD s 1. This means that GD N s GD = N. Since H F GD ,
D < D < < <then H l N s 1. But G N s HN implies that G s H and then
D  . D DG s H, a contradiction. Hence Soc G F G . In particular A F G .
Since GrA is a q-group, we deduce that G s GD.
 .i.8 Final contradiction.
A well-known Theorem of Wielandt states that any subnormal subgroup
 .of a group X is normalized by Soc X . Consequently N normalizes H.
 .Therefore H is normal in G. By i.3 this implies H s 1. Therefore G is
an abelian simple group, a contradiction. Consequently the minimal coun-
 .terexample does not exist and i is true.
 .ii The first five steps of the proof are analogous to those of the above
 .proof of i . Suppose the result is not true and let G be a counterexample
 .of least order. Choose a pair of subgroups U, V such that U, V are
 :  N* N*:  :N* < < < <subnormal subgroups of U, V , U , V - U, V and U q V is
maximal among the pairs of subgroups of G with these properties. Denote
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 N* N*:H s U , V . Then
 .  :ii.1 G s U, V ; in particular G is not a simple group.
 . N*ii.2 If N is a minimal normal subgroup of G, then G N s HN.
 .ii.3 H is core-free in G.
 .ii.4 A s U l V is a normal subgroup of G. Moreover A is a
maximal normal subgroup of U and V.
 .ii.5 GrA is a q-group for some prime q.
 .  .ii.6 A s F* G .
The remainder of the proof is as follows.
 .  .ii.7 GrF G is a direct product of non-abelian simple groups.
 . D  D D: D DApply i and deduce that G s U , V . Because U and V are
 D .N  D .N  D .N:subnormal subgroups of their join, we have G s U , V , by
 D .N N*Wielandt's Theorem. Notice that in any group X, we have X F X .
 D .NThis implies that G is a normal subgroup of G contained in H.
 D .N D D  .Therefore G s 1 and G is nilpotent, i.e., G is contained in F G .
 .Hence GrF G is a direct product of non-abelian simple groups.
 .ii.8 Final contradiction.
 .  .  .By ii.6 we have that F G F A. By ii.7 the quotient group GrA is a
 .direct product of non-abelian simple groups. But this contradicts ii.5 .
 .Therefore the minimal counterexample does not exist and ii holds.
 .THEOREM 6*. Let G be a p-soluble group, H g Hall G , and U, V F G.p
 .  .Suppose that H l U g Hall U and H l V g Hall V . Moreo¨er assumep p
 :N*  N* N*:that for e¨ery subnormal subgroup S of V, we ha¨e U, S s U , S .
 :  :  :.Then H l U, V s H l U, H l V g Hall U, V .p
Proof. Follow the arguments of the first five steps of the proof of
Theorem 6 to prove that the counterexample of least order is a group G
 :  .such that G s U, V , O G s 1, U is a core-free subgroup of G, and Vp 9
is a single-headed subgroup of G whose unique maximal normal subgroup
A is contained in U, for U, V as in that proof.
For all groups X, we have that X N* is a proper subgroup of X. In our
case we have V N* - V. This implies that G is a p-soluble quasinilpotent
w xgroup by the same argument of Step 6. Therefore, by 4, X, Theorem 13.6
the Hall p-subgroup H is the Fitting subgroup of G and is normal in G.
w xBut by 4, X, Theorem 13.8 there exists a Hall p-complement of G that
centralizes H, so G is a p-group by Step 2. This is the final contradiction.
A similar ``p-nilpotent version'' also holds by means of Theorem 3.
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